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Executive Summary
The National Transport Authority’s Transport Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area 2016-2035 includes a number
of heavy rail infrastructure and service improvement interventions which will underpin the wider development of
the heavy rail network across the GDA and nationally. In the exploration of opportunities related to DART
expansion, a number of partially integrated opportunities have been identified that, if confirmed as potentially
viable, could be developed in parallel with various DART expansion options.
The line between Bray and Greystones is single track along the coast, including a number of tunnels, which has
historically limited the number of services that can be operated between the two towns. Jacobs will ascertain
whether it is possible, via limited intervention, to increase the DART frequency to a twenty-minute interval service,
or if possible, a fifteen-minute service.
Given that the present single track line has insufficient capacity for the desired service, there are two
infrastructure options to be considered which can increase capacity and which must be balanced against the
available rolling stock and timetable requirements. In many cases, a combination of these two options will
produce the optimum outcome.
•

Reduce the length of the single track section

•

Increase the line speed, providing the rolling stock can utilize the improvements

It is noted from comment by Irish Rail that the entire DART fleet is in operation in the peak as a mixture of 6 and
8 car formations and that any additional services between Bray and Greystones would require additional train
sets. It is proposed that these would be formed from vehicles acquired as part of the wider IE new vehicle
procurement programme.
At Greystones, Jacobs has identified how approximately 2.4km north of the station can be doubled. Of this,
perhaps the most difficult challenge is around La Touche Place overbridge, just north of Greystones station.
Whilst improving the clearance of the bridge for electrification is technically feasible, there will be some
disruption to local residents.
At Bray, Jacobs has identified how the southern approaches to the station could be modified to provide an
additional 700m of double track and improved line speeds. The alterations at Bray will have an impact on
operational practices at the station and further development can explore different options that can both deliver
the required modification whilst retaining the flexibility required by Irish Rail. Jacobs did confirm that with some
additional house and land acquisition, the length of double track could be extended further south beyond the
core proposal but based on solutions identified elsewhere, did not pursue this as it was not considered essential
to a successful outcome.
Having identified how the single line section could be reduced, Jacobs modelled the revised layout to confirm
whether it would deliver the required outputs. Providing that the single line section can be traversed at a
minimum of 40mph, then the proposed modifications will deliver 3 trains per hour between Bray and
Greystones. Confirmation of a higher speed on the single line could also contribute to a reduction in journey
time between Bray and Greystones.
The exact benefits are a little unclear at this stage. Jacobs has worked from a signalling scheme plan dated
2016 and the 2018 Working Timetable including Schedule of Permanent Way Speed Restrictions. The
signalling plan identifies a speed of 30mph on the remaining single line section but the Working Timetable
identifies the section as having a speed of 40mph (65km/h). Whilst informal conversations with members of Irish
Rail have confirmed that the Working Timetable is accurate, the discrepancy with the signalling scheme plan
requires resolution before an exact journey time can be calculated in confidence. (Jacobs has not formally
requested clarification from Irish Rail on this issue at this stage of the study.)
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Jacobs is confident that, following a visual observation of a 40mph speed board south of Bray, their proposal
demonstrates that a solution balancing cost and opportunity is available which offers the potential to both
increase capacity between Bray and Greystones and to reduce journey time.
Having clarified the ATP EMU speed bands of 100kph, 50kph and 30kph and DMU’s at 40mph (as per line
speed given), it is recommended that the exact benefits be calculated, and assessments be made on the impact
of traction power and signalling modifications required.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Description of Task as Received from the Client (NTA Remit)

The National Transport Authority’s Transport Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area 2016-2035 includes a number
of heavy rail infrastructure and service improvement interventions which will underpin the wider development of
the heavy rail network across the GDA and nationally. In the exploration of opportunities related to DART
expansion, a number of possible opportunities have been identified that, if confirmed as potentially viable, could
be developed in parallel with other DART expansion options.
The line between Bray and Greystones is single track along the coast, including a number of tunnels, which has
historically limited the number of services that can be operated between the two towns. Jacobs will ascertain
whether it is possible, via limited intervention, to increase the DART frequency to a twenty-minute interval service,
or if possible, a fifteen-minute service.
A report detailing the findings will be produced. If it is found that a potential solution could be delivered in a costeffective manner, Jacobs will advise what additional work will be required to build confidence in the proposed
solution. If Jacobs cannot find an easy solution, they will advise what work would be required to explore how much
tunnel work would be required to deliver a workable option.

1.2

Jacobs Proposal

Jacobs proposes to approach this task as a phased project. This first phase will explore whether, at a strategic
level, it is possible to undertake limited interventions to deliver a service frequency improvement. If this first phase
is positive, it is recommended that a second phase provides more detail, looking at the disciplines that will be
required to complete the project, for example, traction, power supply and signalling. If the first phase cannot
identify an obvious solution, Jacobs can discuss with the NTA whether they wish to bring in geotechnical and
tunnelling experts to consider whether one or more of the tunnels could be widened to achieve the desired service
increase.
The first phase will be divided into two parts. Following our work on timetabling for the Greater Dublin area, we
will model the line between Bray and Greystones in order to identify the minimum lengths and locations of double
track that will be required, preferably avoiding the tunnel areas. In parallel, a small team, including a senior track
and civil engineer will walk the route on public roads and pathways to obtain visual understanding of the route
and its environment.
The engineering team will then produce sketches of how the line might be doubled in specific areas and the
likely civil works required. This will be matched against the modelling to see if a solution appears possible

1.3

Deliverables

A report will be produced, detailing the methodology, structures identified and findings from both the engineering
and modelling, together with recommendations on whether a service increase can be achieved with limited
interventions. A recommendation of further activities that the NTA might wish to consider in order to strengthen
the evidence will be included. If the Report cannot find a strategic solution, it will detail the additional work likely
to be required, so that the NTA can decide whether to commission further investigations.
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2. Jacobs Approach
As part of the ongoing development work to improve transport and particularly heavy rail connectivity in the
Greater Dublin Area, (GDA), Jacobs was asked to consider how the service frequency between Bray and
Greystones might be increased. In approaching remits of this nature, Jacobs has always been acutely aware of
the railway investment triangle and its impacts on projects and operations as well as capital and ongoing
operational expenditure. The triangle has three sides, Infrastructure, Rolling Stock and Timetable. Jacobs has
added a balance to the apex of the triangle, showing opex and capex. Any adjustment to one side of the triangle
will impact the other two sides and also the balance. Jacobs recognises that increasing service frequency to
Greystones is not just a question of infrastructure but a combination of all three elements, combined in a way to
minimise total cost.

Figure 1 Jacobs version of the railway investment triangle
This study will look at the strategic opportunities to increase the service frequency. If the outcome appears
favourable, then a second phase will be recommended to include additional requirements, such as signaling
and power.
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3. The Bray – Greystones Challenge
3.1

Introduction

The line between Bray and Greystones is a single track line between the two stations, although each station is
provided with two through platforms. The connection from the Down Platform at Bray to the single line is via a
slow speed connection.

Bray station looking towards Greystones. A service for Dublin is arriving in the Up Platform whilst a Greystones service waits in the
Down platform to the left of the picture
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Looking towards Greystones station platforms from the single line. The current design provides single track from the platform at Bray to
the platform at Greystones.
The distance between Bray and Greystones is approximately 7.5km. From the information we have gathered,
we understand that the Sectional Running Time between the two platforms is 9 minutes. Initial analysis of
Railsys indicates that current rolling stock could complete the section in eight minutes. The difference could be
accounted for by professional driving standards, the DART train protection system or speed restrictions.
Working from the 9 minute running time, together with a three minute junction margin, produces a timetable
requirement of 12 minutes. Therefore, in theory, the current maximum line capacity is 5 paths per hour
(5x12mins), although higher if trains are flighted in the same direction. This is understood to be what happens in
the peaks, but it is not possible to run 6 trains per hour (tph) (3 tph each way).
It should also be noted that whilst it might be possible to flight a third train in the section during peak running, it
would be necessary to time it close to another service in the same direction. The current layout and rolling stock
will not permit a twenty minute interval service in the peak direction with two trains running contra peak.
Given that the present single track line has insufficient capacity for the desired service, there are two
infrastructure options to be considered which can increase capacity and which must be balanced against the
available rolling stock and timetable requirements.
•

Reduce the length of the single track section

•

Increase the line speed, providing the rolling stock can utilize the improvements
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3.2

Reducing the length of the Single Track Section

Capacity on a single line can be increased by simply reducing the length of the single track section. This is
achieved by the addition of a second track. Depending on the length and location of a single track section, a
second line could be provided at either end and/or in the centre of the single track section. However, given the
relatively short section between Bray and Greystones and its geographic location, the most cost effective
solution appears to require focus on the potential of extending the double track from the two stations. This
conclusion is backed up by the evidence of history. The original line was designed by Isambard Kingdom Brunel
and its location dictated by the local land owner. Since construction, the line has suffered one fatal crash and it
is reported, has had sections relocated on four separate occasions. During a site walk along the Coastal path, it
was noted that a number of areas have had major works undertaken to protect the line and its infrastructure.
The likely cost of an additional track in the central section along the coast would make it difficult to construct an
attractive business case.

3.3

Increase the Line Speed

A second method to increase capacity is to reduce the amount of time a train takes to traverse the single line.
This is primarily achieved by increasing the line speed where the alignment and local conditions allows this to
occur. However, it is recognised that unless the rolling stock can take advantage of any infrastructure
improvements, any investment in line speed enhancements would be wasted. Jacobs will therefore investigate
the alignment and whether any potential exists for speed improvements. Any speed increases will then be
tested in Railsys to assess whether the proposed increase would deliver any measurable benefit to journey
times.

3.4

Combining the Results

In order to identify whether an increase in capacity is viable, the results from the two infrastructure opportunities
described above will be combined and the proposed modified infrastructure tested against existing rolling stock
in Railsys. The outcome will identify, at a strategic level, whether there appears to be a solution that will deliver
a cost effective increase in capacity. If this is the case, then recommendations will be made on what work
should be undertaken to refine the solution and consider the other requirements for any modifications, such as
signaling, OCS changes and power supply implications.
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4. Double Track from Greystones
4.1

Background

Greystones station comprises a traditional 2 platform single face arrangement with through tracks. These tracks
converge to the north end of the station via a single turnout to become a single line. Services are currently able
to arrive and depart from either platform offering a degree of flexibility in the handling and departure of trains
although the platforms operate generally as Up and Down for through services. The line speeds through the
station Up platform loop and Down platform loop are 50kph and 65kph respectively. From observations made
during a site visit in July 2018, of the existing track arrangements and the general railway corridor, the line to the
immediate north of Greystones was constructed as a single line.
Greystones station also provides a single stabling siding on the south side of the station for the retention of a
single train. Additionally, there is a short siding on the Up side serving a small works yard.
The requirement at Greystones station is to maintain the two platform operation to serve trains from either
direction on either platform and to accommodate additional trains from Bray at peak hours, providing platform
facility, turnaround capability and maintaining the operational flexibility of the current layout. Subsequently, a
double track arrangement is required to the north to permit additional capacity and improvement of the route as
a whole.

4.2

Points to note
•

The feasibility scheme output depicted in the appendices includes an indicative project chainage system
which stems from the alignment development software. This is included for the purposes of longitudinal
location and cross references to the text and does not reflect the DART route chainage specifically.

•

From examination and cross-refencing of the available signalling plan (dated 2016) and the Network
Statement, it appears that there are a number of inconsistencies between the two documents. This is
particularly evident in some locations denoting line speed changes and their positions which was also
noted during the site visit in July 2018. For the purposes of this initial study report, the details of these
have been generalised and the maximum speeds utilised in order to permit the run time RailSys exercise
to be conducted.
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4.3

Permanent Way

This section describes scheme chainage 5250km – 7950km.

Schematic layout of Southern section double track arrangement between Bray Head Tunnel No 4 Portal and Greystones station
The existing line speed at this point is advised as 80kph from the signal scheme diagram. The proposed double
track alignment outline scheme design would permit a line speed of 100kph through this section from the north
end of Greystones station platforms to the southern tunnel portal of Bray Head Tunnel No 4.
To enable the doubling of the track through this area, the cutting would require widening to a typical corridor
width of 14m making allowances for modern electrification clearances and lineside walkways and cable troughs.
The shallow left hand approach offered by the cutting would require groundworks to both sides to enable an
optimised double track alignment with a standard track interval. From an operational perspective, the double
track between the platform ramps and OBR152 would require the addition of two consecutive crossovers - one
facing and one trailing, to permit operational flexibility of trains using either platform from either direction. The
positioning of these would require careful review of the existing reverse curves either end of the cutting and
from initial assessment of the alignment, the horizontal transitions required within the proposed alignment would
place the crossovers to the immediate north of the platform ends and partly beneath the bridge at OBR152 (La
Touche Place). With ground survey information and refinement, longitudinal adjustment could provide this
facility without overhead bridge deck restrictions in the form of a scissor crossover. However, this too would be
restricted to being positioned in straight or very flat and concentric main line curvature to minimize resultant
equivalent radii effects through the obtuse crossings of the diamond crossing portion, This will require
consultation with the IE CCE Technical Manager. The application of double track through this area would
require considerable civil engineering bridge works to OBR152. The proposed line speed through this section
would be 100kmh with a 80kph speed offered through the separate crossover arrangements.
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View northwards from Greystones station showing the proximity of the platform and OBR152 and the cutting width increase required.
To the north of OBR152, the alignment would again require widening of the cutting to the west side of the line,
avoiding housing and gardens which dominate the east side of the corridor. Widening of the cutting though this
area would necessitate the total renewal of footbridge OBR151 at chainage 7440km and there may be elements
of land take required. The double track alignment north of this point would follow a shallow right hand curve and
begin to run out from cutting onto open formation and onto a raised embankment.
The groundworks and formation works from this point should allow for the second track to be positioned to the
west side as the under bridge at UBR150 (Victoria Road) is currently a single deck structure on a twin deck
abutment indicating that a former double track alignment either crossed the road at this point or that at some
point historically, provision was made during the original construction of the abutment walls. Typical
embankment width would require a 14m embankment top for the railway and ancillary equipment and a typical
embankment side slope of 1 in 2 or 1 in 3, subject to geotechnical conditions. Again, this would require a
detailed assessment to understand potential changes to the railway boundary and any necessary requirements
for land take.
The double track north of this point would be raised on a high embankment between 6 - 8m high adjacent to the
new housing development along Beach Road. From an optimized horizontal alignment which achieves 100kph,
the embankment would require widening to the west side to around 14m width overall - maximizing on the
existing east side to allow best fit curved alignment and the use of the footprint within the railway boundary –
assuming that the boundary runs along the toe of the existing graded embankment.
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View of railway embankment adjacent to new Beach Road development and proposed further expansion in foreground. Proposed
100kph alignment through this area would require the majority of embankment widening to the west side (far side) of this existing
embankment. Note - This new development has severed the original Cliff Walk footpath seen to the immediate right of the new wall and
may be up against the current IR boundary.
To the north of this point, the proposed double track formation runs into an open at-grade section though a
shallow reverse curve as it approaches User-Worked Occupational (UWO) gated level crossing XR012. Beyond
here, the double track arrangement becomes a straight alignment where it passes the gated crossing just off
‘The Grove’. This UWO crossing would require review in line with Irish Rail standards as the proposed 100kph
line speed through this section may be prohibitive for a crossing of this type and alternative crossing
arrangements or diversions may need to be explored.
From this point northwards, the alignment would be straight and would climb gently as the surrounding land
begins to rise as it approaches the southern portal of Bray Head No 4 Tunnel which is a single track bored
tunnel. Ground works would be required through this crossing area and widening of the cutting would be
necessary. At a calculated point in advance of the tunnel portal, a 65kph turnout connection is achievable to
permit the double track to return to a single track alignment. From the position of this turnout arrangement, the
line would continue northwards as a single track alignment, passing into the tunnel where a speed reduction
down to 65kph is positioned approximately 20m inside the tunnel.
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View northwards from level crossing XR012 showing area of surrounding ground on approach to the southern portal of Bray Head
Tunnel No 4 where double track becomes single before entering tunnel.
In summary, these works would provide an extended double track capability from Greystones station to a point
just south of the south portal of Bray Head Tunnel Number 4. This is estimated to be a distance of
approximately 2.4 km (1.5 miles) with a line speed of 100kph (65mph).

4.4

Civils and Structures

In order to support the Permanent Way discipline in overcoming the operational challenges presented by the
existing Bray-Greystone route, Civils and Structures will be required to undertake facilitating works. These are
likely to comprise structural inspections, repurposing or redesign of existing structures, design of retention
measures, earthworks, etc. Following a high-level review of photographs taken during a recent site visit, alongside
electronic sources such as Google Maps and Bing Maps, the following locations from Greystone towards Bray
were identified as requiring Civils input and this is summarized below. Effects and subsequent changes to OLE
structures and equipment required to facilitate the new track alignment are not included here. These are however,
identified as a requirement within the next stages of the study and are itemized within the section 10 –
‘Recommendations’ of this report.
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Structure/location

Line
(CH29520-29660)

OBR 152
(La Touche Place,
CH 29520)

Latitude
and
Longitude

Comments

53.146022,
-6.063020

Track widening works
will require cutting to be
extended into rock.
Stabilisation or retention
may be required.

53.146509,
-6.063766

Masonry arch bridge
carrying road over
railway situated in deep
rock cut. Structure will
require replacement in
order to introduce a
second line. Road over
structure contains a
significant hump and tieins to roads on either
side at differing levels
which any replacement
structure must
accommodate. Bridge
carries services and
directly abuts residential
properties.
Note: introducing a dual
line here is dependent
upon achieving a
suitable structural
solution to
accommodate these
interfaces in a
constrained space. It is
thought that this may be
achieved by utilizing a
slim deck solution with
spanning members
above the current arch
level. The west
abutment will be
required to be removed
and replaced to

Photograph
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accommodate the
additional line. The
structural form will need
to be developed at a
later stage.

53.147153,
-6.064771

Track widening works
will require cutting to be
extended into rock.
Stabilisation or retention
may be required.

OB 151
(Footbridge from
Trafalgar Court to
Turnpike Lane,
CH29367)

53.147527,
-6.065285

Existing narrow
pedestrian footbridge
will need to be replaced
to accommodate second
line. Step free access
provisions would likely
not be accommodated
without significant land
take.

Line
(CH29000-29200)

53.147717,
-6.065600

Regrading of slope or
retention required
adjacent properties on
west side of railway.

Line
(CH29367-29520)
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UBR 150
(CH29000)

Line
(CH28250-29000)

UBR 149
(CH28100)

53.150341,
-6.068152

Steel beam main span
with transverse
spanning secondary
steel, infilled with
concrete. Appears to be
a replacement for an
older structure judging
by condition and width
of abutments. Additional
span/replacement
structure required to
accommodate proposed
dual track layout subject
to abutment inspections.

53.150760,
-6.068493

Retention or regrading
required to facilitate
second line on
embankment adjacent to
‘The Arch’ (situated off
Victoria Road).
Retention measures
may extend until grade
achieved in area of level
crossing XR 012.

53.156954,
-6.075649

Culvert under railway
discharging eastwards
towards sea. Widening
of embankment due to
provision of second line.
Possible extension of
the culvert may be
required if regrading
cannot be achieved over
the existing structure.
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XR 012
(CH27930)

Portal
(CH27865-27930)

53.158351,
-6.076478

Level crossing requires
reconfiguration to
accommodate the
dualling. Presence of
sub-station access on
west of railway
necessitates widening
towards the east. REB
to east of railway will
also require to be
relocated.

53.164999,
-6.078573

Southern tunnel portal
‘Bray Head No 4’
dualling ends here.
Retention may be
required on approach to
portal to enable dual
lines and crossing to be
installed. Alternatively,
this might be achieved
by regrading the
embankments into the
adjacent fields as
required.
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5. Double Track from Bray
5.1

Background

Bray station has a 3 track through arrangement, the outermost tracks which serve single face platforms and the
central track which provides a central through-line for stabling and run-through. There is also a south facing
single face bay platform on the west side of the station. These tracks converge at the south end of the station
through an arrangement of crossovers and turnouts to become a single line towards Greystones. This junction
arrangement also provides operational access into two separate sets of stabling sidings on either side of the
main though route. Services are currently able to arrive and depart from either platform offering a degree of
flexibility in the handling and departure of trains although the platforms operate generally as Up and Down for
through services. From an infrastructure observation of the existing track arrangements and the general railway
corridor, the line to the immediate north of Bray is a level double track arrangement. The line to the south rises
from Bray station on the approach to the cliff side running section towards Greystones.
The requirement at Bray station is to maintain the two platform operation to serve trains from either direction on
either platform. Additionally, the layout should be able to accommodate additional through trains at peak hours
providing the same platform facility, the forwarding of additional trains to Greystones and maintaining an
acceptable operational flexibility of the current layout. Subsequently, a double track arrangement is required to
extend southwards to permit additional capacity and reduce the single track section, improving services beyond
Bray to the south.

5.2

Initial study of Double Track Extents

This section describes scheme chainage 22700km – 23400km
From a site walk in July 2018, it was envisaged that there may have been a potential for the application of
double track as far as OB 147 where the Bray Head cliffside running section begins. The initial scheme design
considered this and looked at the areas of existing railway corridor where ground works would be required.
From the early design undertaking, it was quickly dismissed as curvature of the existing single main line on the
approaches to OB147 was as low as 400m with sweeping reverses which would have affected line speeds.
Additionally, OB147 would have been restrictive from a clearance perspective and the connection into a single
line alignment was difficult to locate away from the cliff edge and the general civils ground works to support this
around the curves would have been prohibitive to the scheme.
Subsequently, this scheme was not developed any further and a reduced section of double track from Bray
station was pursued which took advantage of the more simplistic approach to position the single track to double
track connection with reduced groundworks and railway boundary changes. It is anticipated that the
infrastructure changes at Bray can all be accommodated within the exiting railway boundary.
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5.3

Permanent Way

This section describes scheme chainage 21800km - 22860km.

Schematic layout of northern section double track arrangement between Bray station and single track tie-in at Putland Road
The existing line speed from the signal scheme diagram north of Bray is advised as 100kph as far as the south
end of the platforms and 80kph on the existing through alignment. The proposed double track alignment
scheme design would retain the line speed of 80kph within a double track section and onto the single line
section to a point just south of OB147.
The existing track arrangement at Bray station has undergone a number of changes in response to operational
requirements over time. As a result, the junction arrangement to the south of the station does not lend itself
immediately to route prioritization. Instead, the arrangement has been designed to ensure maximum flexibility
for terminating trains and the stabling of empty stock before turnback. In order to enable the doubling of the
track through this area, the main line requires to be straightened out and the station approaches rationalized
whilst maintaining some level of operational flexibility.
It is understood that the proposed changes to the south end track alignment at Bray station, as currently shown,
will have considerable and potentially unacceptable impact on overnight stabling at Bray station itself. Bray is
currently at full capacity for overnight stabling and the current layout offers flexibility for the shunting and
preparation of early morning Up direction services. This study focused on the through service to Greystones and
the modifications required to achieve this. Initial assessment of the Permanent Way sketches indicate that if this
proposal is taken forward, there appear to be opportunities to reinstate some of the sidings and operational
flexibility. In support of future scheme development and proposals, this key function of railway operation should
be reviewed closely with IE in order to identify a layout that delivers both the increased service and sufficient
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stabling. This is itemized within the section 10 – ‘Recommendations’ of this report. However, the following
narrative supports the initial study so that a baseline consideration can be established.

5.4

Bray Station – southern approaches

An 80kph double track approach to the station from the south is achievable by the realignment of the existing
through route (Up and Down Rosslare) and adoption of the adjacent stabling siding. This would require the relocation of a number of OLE and signalling structures adjacent to the Down side stabling sidings and the
general re-alignment eastwards of the main line and provision of a standard track interval thus creating the new
Down Rosslare Loop. The new Up direction track would be developed by adoption of the existing Up Siding and
utilizing this alignment to become the Up Rosslare Loop with extension to a turnout connection to become a
single line further just before Putland Road under-bridge (UBR146).
The new double track arrangement would require a west side retaining wall structure to remove the existing
level differential to the Up Loop at the south end, making the double track formation co-planar for the positioning
of the intermediate crossovers and the position of the double track to become the single line connection.
Connections to the Up side stabling sidings would be retained. Up Siding No1 loses its direct access to
Platform 2 and one of the three Up sidings in the vicinity of Putland Road Bridge is lost to create the new Up
Rosslare Loop. This initial scheme design has minimal effect on the six underbridges through this section,
requiring only slight modifications to the OB142 (Albert Avenue) to accommodate the track slew and effects to
the walkway on the entry into the Down side stabling sidings, each of which retain their 131m standage
capacity.
Operationally, the double track beyond the platform southwards is shown within the appendices with two
consecutive 25mph crossovers - one facing and one trailing. This would permit operational flexibility of trains
using either platform from either direction and positioned such that a 6-car train can be held in the Up Rosslare
Loop without affecting empty stock manouevres between the station and the Up side stabling sidings. At this
stage of the study, the requirement for any crossover facility is undefined but generally, having achieved a coplanar arrangement with standard track intervals of 1970mm between the Up and Down Rosslare Loop,
crossover arrangements can be positioned as required. It is assumed however that as a minimum, a single
facing crossover would be required to permit empty stock movements between the Up side stabling sidings and
the Down Loop in advance of the station platforms.
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Bray station south end junction arrangement. Stabling sidings to the left and the right of the principal through-route can be seen. Note
central through line between platform tracks (bottom left) and alignment deviation around OLE structure adjacent to stabling sidings in
distance. Note also - platform 1 edge alignment which would require straightening to accommodate proposed track alignment of the new
platform track from the re-aligned Up Rosslare Loop.

5.5

Bray Station – platforms and tracks

The track arrangement at Bray station retains platform 1 and 2 and the Centre Through Siding. However,
connections into the Centre Through Siding are affected at both ends whereby connection is now made into
platform 2 track only, maintaining the standage of 165m and maintaining clearance to the adjacent level
crossing at the north end of the station. At the south end, resultant alignment constraints, clearance constraints
and the position of platform 1 prevent the Centre Through Siding from a tie-in to platform 1 track and the new
Up Rosslare Loop. As such, the bi-directional Up and Down access achieved by the current arrangement is lost.
Track re-configuration and alignment improvements in the development of the new Up Rosslare Loop have a
direct effect on the existing platform 1 and 3 island portion. The face of platform 1 requires straightening out by
moving it westwards to serve the new platform 1 alignment. In so doing, the new platform will require reconstruction approximately 1.8m westward and subsequently, access into the platform 3 bay will be lost. Allied
to this, the loss of bay platform 3 access is also resultant from the loss of the turnout connection into the Up
Rosslare Loop in the vicinity OB142 (Albert Avenue). If a bay platform was to be retained, works would be
required to widen/replace OB142 to accommodate the bay platform track and more than likely requiring some
element of boundary change to achieve an alignment.
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From an operational perspective, the resultant longitudinal distances from the end of platform 1 and the Down
Side stabling sidings connection are insufficient to accommodate a crossover facility to allow movements from
the Down Side stabling sidings directly into platform 1.
In summary, train stabling and platform access is subsequently affected within the new arrangement whereby
not all stabling sidings to the south are available to all platforms. These are summarized below.
•

Down side stabling No1 and No 2 sidings are accessible directly to platform 2 and the centre through
siding only. No direct access can be made between the Down Side Stabling Sidings and platform 1.

•

Up Side stabling sidings No 2 and 3 and are accessible directly to platform 1 and into 2 and the
centre through siding.

•

Up side stabling siding No 1 is only accessible directly into platform 1

•

The Centre Though Siding is only accessible to/from the Down Rosslare line and effectively becomes
a loop

•

The resulting main line alignment changes do not permit the turnout connection into the bay platform
3 to be retained. Additionally, the platform bay area is lost to the re-construction of the revised
platform 1 arrangement. In summary, this results in the loss of this bay facility for service trains and
stabling.

In order to understand fully the track connection requirements at this location and whether the orientation is key,
it would be necessary to understand the proposed working arrangements at Bray so that these can be
accommodated in parallel with the double track development going forward. For example, it might be possible
by extending the width of Platform 1 and removing the Centre Through Siding to realign the Up Rosslare Loop
parallel to the Down Rosslare Loop and create space to reinstate Platform 3.
Our initial proposal demonstrates that a faster double track alignment is possible. Further option development in
conjunction with Irish Rail can explore variants to best meet the full requirements of Irish Rail services at Bray.
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.

Bray station (from south end) showing platform 1 (closest to camera) and platform 2 (far platform). Centre Through Siding currently
connects Down Bray and Up Bray lines through area of station.
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5.6

Civils and Structures

As in section 4.3, a high level review of available information was undertaken to identify Civils input in support of
the Permanent Way discipline in providing operational improvements. This is summarized below.

Structure/location

Footbridge
(North of Bray
(Daly) Station,
CH21850)

Level Crossing
(Quinsborough
Road,
CH21855)

Platform 1 and 2
(Bray (Daly)
Station,
CH21865-CH22140)

Latitude
and
Longitude

53.205437,
-6.101314

53.205295,
-6.101120

53.204459,
-6.100573

Comments

Alteration to
alignment may
require modification
or replacement to
electrical screening
measures (if
present).

Reconfiguration of
level crossing may be
required to suit
altered alignment

Platforms 1 and 2 will
require works to
accommodate new
alignment while
maintaining standard
stepping distances
and survival space
requirements. This
may include recoping, alterations to
over-sail position,
structural
modification or
replacement of
platform structure
and alteration of
service routes, etc.

Photograph
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Station Footbridge
(South of Bray
(Daly) Station,
CH22040)

End of Platform 1
(Bray (Daly)
Station,
CH21090-22140)

UBR 142
(CH22140)

53.203740,
-6.100107

53.202970,
-6.099744

53.20293,
-6.09962

Realignment of tracks
may require
modification or
replacement of
existing electrical
screening measures

Proposed alignment
will require structural
modifications to the
southern end and
rear of platform 1
including extending
toward the parapet of
OBR 142.

Steel and longitudinal
trough bridge.
Appears in
reasonable condition,
although there is
some evidence of
vehicle strike present.
Should be reusable
given current track
layout and proximity
to Bray Station.
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UBR 143
(CH22245)

UBR 144
(CH22460)

UBR 145
(CH22570)

53.201991,
-6.099125

Steel and longitudinal
trough bridge.
Appears in
reasonable condition,
although there is
some evidence of
vehicle strike present.
No significant impact
from new alignment.
Note apparent
cracking present
between outer
embankment wall
and abutment
masonry.

53.200242,
-6.097901

Concrete slab bridge
deck, reasonable
condition although
some exposed rebar
is present on the
underside of the deck
slab and there is
some failed joint
sealant present
between slab
sections. No
significant impact
from new alignment.

53.199326,
-6.097308

Concrete slab bridge
deck, reasonable
condition although
some exposed rebar
to underside and
failed joint sealant.
Potential for widening
to the west of
structure using same
concrete deck if
required. No
significant impact
from new alignment.
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Sidings
(CH22585-22790)

UBR 146
(CH22850)

Line
(CH22950-23105)

53.197659,
-6.096242

Potential retention or
relevelling works
required to facilitate
second line between
main alignment and
existing sidings.
Likely relocation of
OLE structures also
required.

53.197014,
-6.095529

Steel beam and
transverse spanning
trough bridge.
Appears to be a
replacement for an
older structure
judging by condition
and width of
abutments. Ample
room for replacement
structure/additional
span subject to
abutment inspections
if required in the
future (this is not
currently proposed).

53.196111,
-6.093578

Track realignment
over this extent
generally follows the
existing track
formation but there is
the potential for
localized areas of
rock cut/slope works.
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Line
(CH23105)

Line
(CH23105-23700)

53.195780,
-6.092288

Slewed alignment
would require
assessment for
impact upon existing
retaining wall to rear
of residences,
potentially resulting in
strengthening works
or replacement.

53.195643,
-6.091724

Proposed alignment
slew along coastal
area prior to tie in
with existing
alignment may
require extension of
existing rock cut and
slope stabilization
measures to be
provided as needed.
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6. Possible Line Speed Improvements
6.1

Background

Line speed improvements are always an option where minor capacity improvements are required but do not
work in isolation, particularly where a single track section exists as a bottleneck. Trains which gain valuable
seconds or minutes may infringe on other services doing the same, particularly where they are required to wait
for the availability to pass one another on the double track sections.
This section aims to provide an explanation on the adopted approach in this report based upon the proposed
retention of the single line section along the Bray Head cliff face.

6.2

Permanent Way

This section describes scheme chainage 22860km - 27183km.
In general terms, line speed improvements at Bray and Greystones have been considered throughout the
outline track alignment design work, within the development of the double track proposals. In the development
of outline track curvature and the selection and positioning of S&C types, all locations include for an optimum
speed geometry.
From a position south of OB147 to a point just north portal of Bray Head Tunnel No 4 on the single line section,
the line speed is currently identified as 30kph on the signal scheme drawings. However, the extract below from
the Irish Rail Schedule of Permanent Speed Restrictions indicates that the minimum track speed on the section
is 65km/h.

Extract from the current Working Timetable showing the 65km/h speed along the cliff section. (Jacobs and Irish Rail show different
chainage as described elsewhere in this report.) Irish Rail representatives have confirmed that the minimum speed on the cliff section is
40mph or 65km/h
There is no readily available opportunity for the doubling of the track along this section due to the width of the
railway corridor along the cliffside itself. If doubling of the track was to be considered along this section, then
this would require considerable civils works in the vicinity of the cliff face to provide retaining walls and
structures to permit additional formation width. Additionally, all structures and tunnels along the cliff route would
require re-construction and re-boring/additional boring for accommodation of the new double track alignment.
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Likewise, the former Brunel alignment and short rock tunnels would not provide any advantage to the line speed
as these result in closer running to the headlands which results in more severe radii to navigate the short rock
tunnels which would be passed-through and subsequently, this would require lower line speeds, perhaps no
greater than the current 30mph at best.
In a further study when track specific survey data is made available, the potential for line speed increase of the
current alignment could be explored in order to contribute to possible journey time reduction. This survey would
provide existing track curvature and cant information which could be optimized to provide a single track
alignment more suitable to a higher line speed and should include assessment of all braking and sighting
distances in conjunction with a full route signalling assessment. However, this section is extremely exposed,
and it is unclear exactly as to the reason for the Signalling Scheme Plan speed restriction of 30mph along this
cliff section. (Given the other information, we believe that the Scheme Plan is out of date.) The ‘open’ nature of
this section or perhaps a high-lying bedrock formation and shallow ballast depth which may be prohibitive of a
higher line speed. It should be noted that the ballast depth through this area may already be at a minimum
depth and any line speed increase may require additional formation depth to remain compliant with Irish Rail
standards and accommodate track slews and re-canting which may in turn, affect some structural clearances.
The outline design work undertaken as part of this Service Improvement Study includes a theoretical horizontal
alignment and arrangement beyond the limit of the double track provision at Bray. From initial regression of the
single line section and the very limited opportunity to re-align the track, this line speed increase would be
dependent upon an optimized cant application through the single line section. If a suitable journey time can be
achieved, it is suggested that this section is retained, as is.
This particular section of single track is fitted with guard rail system between the running rails to contain any
potential de-railment and this should be retained in any circumstances.

View southwards from OBR147 showing area where single track becomes cliff-running. Note presence of guard rail within track
assembly.
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7. Railsys Analysis
7.1

Background

In order to assess whether the proposed scheme design can provide for the increased service level
improvement of up to 3 tph (trains per hour) in either direction, a Railsys analysis has been undertaken. This
has considered the proposed increase in double track section lengths and the proposed line speed increases
where appropriate, assuming that the speed change points on the route remain the same.
The reason for the difference between the Permanent Way Speed Restrictions and the Signalling Speed
restrictions is not known, although it is accepted that a new signalling scheme plan could have been issued.

7.2

Railsys Results

With a service level above 2 tph each way, the journey time improvements achieved by the outline scheme
design are, on their own, insufficient to allow the trains to run between Greystones and Bray, relying on trains
passing in opposite direction somewhere on the new double track sections. Therefore, the key to delivering the
increased service level is to minimise how long trains are taking to travel over the remaining stretch of single
line.
In trying to achieve a 3 tph figure each way, this equates to 6 tph total over the remaining single line. From
calculation in a worst-case scenario, each train can take 10 minutes over the single line section. However, a
suitable standard value margin of 3 minutes in front of each train should be added. This therefore results in a
proposed transit time of 7 minutes or less to achieve the required service level. A lower duration number would
equate to more flexibility to build the timetable and more performance resilience or alternatively – a service
increase.
Therefore, utilising a 50kph speed over the single line section, the transit time of the single line is 5 minutes
which will deliver the 3 tph requirement whilst also providing some extra flexibility. A speed of 40kph over the
single section should deliver a transit time of six minutes. However, a maximum 30kph speed is unlikely to
deliver a transit time to permit a reliable service of three trains per hour each way.
As representatives of Irish Rail have confirmed that it is possible to operate diesel services along the remaining
single track section at 40mph (65km/h), the interventions identified in this study should permit a 3 train per hour
service to be reliably operated. Furthermore, it appears possible that a reduction in the journey time between
Bray and Greystones is achievable.
If the single track section operates at 65 km/h this will result in a total running time between Bray and
Greystones of 6 – 7 minutes. Assuming the 3 tph each way operate at an even service interval, this would mean
a maximum round trip from Bray to Greystones and return of 20 minutes (i.e. the train must clear the single line
on its return journey before the next inbound service). With these running times, a 6 – 8 minute turnround would
result at Greystones (20 minutes less 6 – 7 minutes running time x 2). This is shorter than turnrounds typically
used elsewhere on the network, but consistent with ‘metro’ style services elsewhere. If this is deemed not to be
robust to operate an all day service, this could be used in the peak and trains ‘stepped back’ (i.e. working the
service 20 minutes later than normal) in the off-peak (giving turnrounds of 26 – 28 minutes). This requires both
platforms at Greystones to be used.
Whilst utilisation of the 65km/h is an aspiration, it is recognised that the present ATP EMU speeds are either
50km/h or 100km/h. We would recommend that IE seek a more flexible system when they replace their EMU
ATP. In order to ensure performance, it is likely that an initial service should be based on 50 km/h with longer
layovers at Greystones, utilising both platforms and some pathing time including for services at Bray.
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8. Engineering Notes
8.1

Permanent Way

In preparing the Permanent Way layout sketches and Railsys report, the following information has been utilised
•

Existing Irish Ordnance Survey mapping dated February 2016 and other publically available geographic
data sources

•

Notes and photographs obtained during a site visit in June 2018

•

‘Íarnród Éireann’ Signalling Scheme Plan S.4052 (Sydney Parade-Greystones)

•

DART Network Statement (excerpt)

•

Working Timetable Schedule of Permanent Speed Restrictions (excerpt)

Additionally, for this specific study, Jacobs did not have access to Irish Rail Track Design Standards, so all
alignments and resultant P Way layouts and design line speeds have been developed from geometric first
principles.
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9. Conclusions
This report concludes that any service enhancements on the section of railway between Bray and Greystones
will require a combination of improvements to line speed running and the ability for trains to pass in opposite
directions at specific locations or between two points. The achievement of any service improvement is directly
dependent on three factors which have been assessed in the study and which must be applied together such
that the benefits of each one work in parallel to accommodate additional train paths and provide additional trains
per hour. These are:
•

Maximum sections of double track and minimal sections of single line to allow trains to pass

•

Maximum line speeds on double track sections

•

Maximum line speed of remaining the single track section

Therefore, with the introduction of double track sections at Bray and Greystones, subsequent line speed
increases within these and the reduction in the length of single line along the Bray Head section of route, the
service pattern between Bray and Greystones can be increased from 2 tph to 3 tph in both directions. However,
this is conditional and can only be achieved in full with a signalled line speed along the remaining single line
section of a minimum of 40kph and preferably 50kph, where a transit time of 5 minutes is calculated. This also
yields some extra flexibility. It is assumed that if a suitable Permanent Way line speed can be achieved, the
signalling can be modified to support the operational requirements.
If a suitable signalled line speed along this remaining single line section cannot be achieved, then a transit time,
based on the signalling plan speed of 30kph, of 8 minutes is calculated which would result in a differential
service of 5 tph, equating to 3tph in one direction and 2 tph in the opposite direction. This would then not meet
the expectations of the intended service enhancement. However, the presence of a 40 speed board heading
south from Bray, provides some confidence that the proposals in this study will deliver a satisfactory outcome.

Partially hidden 40mph speed board south of Bray
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10.

Recommendations

This Report has explored the feasibility of a potential increased service pattern between Bray and Greystones
and the subsequent infrastructure changes that would be required to support it. From the Railsys modelling
exercise and the subsequent conclusions drawn, there are six fundamental recommendations that should be
prioritized according to the dependency of the issue. These are:

1)

Confirm existing current permitted Irish Rail line speeds through this area and undertake
validation/correlation of the information within the Signalling Scheme Plan and DART Network Statement
and Schedule of Permanent Speed Restrictions.

2)

Undertake high level signaling, traction power and OLE assessment to understand implications of changes
to proposed supporting functions.

3)

Confirm with Irish Rail, the operational requirements of a revised service pattern between Bray and
Greystones and the specific manouevres, flexibility and stabling capacity required from the infrastructure
such that the overall track layout can be refined.

4)

Obtain details of existing infrastructure conditions and restrictions which may inhibit the proposed
improvements between Bray and Greystones such as formation depths and clearances to ensure a
resilient starting point for further design development through this area.

5)

A more detailed study of La Touche Place overbridge, using all existing information to clarify that an
acceptable solution for a remodelled bridge and construction programme can be delivered.

6)

Obtain survey details of the existing Bray Head single line section and assess these to determine the
potential for further line speed increases through alignment smoothing and/or track cant optimization.
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